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it, is well known that where 10) is t.he Fock vacuum, such that al0) = 0 and Let us remark that i n the casc of standard boson oscillator all of t,he above mentioned dcfinilions are equivalent.. It means that each of thein gcnerates the same set of coherent states. But this is not true in t,he general case.
ln the following we extend t.hc above definition of coherent, states t,o the cases of Laguerre, Legendre and Chehyshev (generalized) oscillators. I n doing this w e use mainly t.he generating funclions method and the t,heory of classical power moment problem for .lacobi matrix, connected with related orthonormal polynomial systems.
T l l E GENERALIZED OSCILLATOR ALGEBRA 1,ct p denotes a positive Bore1 measure on I.he real line R' for which all momerits I l k are finite. We also suppose thatr measure p is a symmetric one, that, is 
where {bn};==, is a given positive sequence. The recurrence relat;ions (6) dcterniine tile position operator X : realized as the operator of multiplication by xgunicnt in tlic space 31,. We define the momentum oporator P and Hamiltonian TI by the following relations P = Ii-YK:
where Y is the position operator in the (morrieiiturn) 
Jz
Jz
and the operator-function O(A') acting on tlic basis states by
The following theorern can be proved by divecl calculation. 
rvhcrc Pochharnmer symbol ( U + 1)" is defined by
The normaliziiig factor is cqual to 
